DO YOU HAVE A NANOTECH INNOVATIVE IDEA?

Calling Entrepreneurs with INNOVATIVE Nanotechnology Ideas / Products for

INDIA NANOTECH INNOVATION AWARD

India Nanotech Innovation Award recognizes Organisation / Individual who have pioneered Nanotech Innovations contributing to path breaking changes in Sectors such as Medicine, Electronics, Materials, Aerospace & Defence, Energy & Environment, Agriculture & Biotech.

Here is an excellent opportunity to recognize efforts of a Young and Dynamic Organisation / Individual with orbit shifting and revolutionising nanotech innovation/ Idea. Please recommend the Individual name / Organization name TODAY! Format to send the entries is available on the www.banglorenano.in

For more details, please write to venkat@mmactiv.in or call +91.9844.2020.80

First India Nanotech Innovation Award was presented to Dr. Rajesh Jain, Panacea Biotec for his research on paclitaxel, which has targeted to provide the highest level of differentiation & treatment option at affordable cost for breast cancer.

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

- International Conference
- International Exhibition
- Pre-Conference Tutorials
- Research Industry Collaboration Hub (RICH)
- Poster - Walkway of Discovery
- InterlinX - The Partnering Tool
- Nano for the Young
- Bangalore Nano National Award
- India Nanotech Innovation Award

For more details on the Award, call Venkat on +91.9844.2020.80 or write to venkat@mmactiv.in